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ABSTRACT. Term values f o r  the configuration! 3ii\ 3 d * . 4s, 3d*.45* in CrII are 
calculated and compared with the experimental data due to Kiess. The values of the 
unidentified terms are predicted from these theoretical calculations.
\
I N T R 0  I) n C T 1 O K
An extensive experimental analysis of the spectrum of CrII was 
recently published by Kiess (1951). The even terms arising out of the 
configurations 3 d ’, 3d ‘ .4.v and 3d ’ .4.v" were worked in fairly good detail and 
their values were given. A  theoretical calculation of these term values 
appeared desirable for (a) checking the analysis and (a) predicting the terms 
yet to be established. The results of these calculations are presented and 
discussed in the following pages.
The theory of the calculations was first given by .Slater '1929) and 
developed later by Van Vleck (i9 3 4 )- The working details weie given by 
Rao (iQ48Mn his paper on "Term  values in Complex Spectra (C.vlumbiura 
I and ID ” . Tables I, II and III embody the results. The observed 
Values of the terms are the statistical means of the multiplet levels 
of each term. The formulae used in the calculations are given in the 
last column. For the evaluation of the parameters Fo , F 2 ,  f*4 and G* the 
method of normal equations was employed (Rao, 19481. Low lying terms 
are used for this purpose (marked in the table with asterisks) as their
assignment is generally more certain.
I0 Table I the term values of the lowest coufiguiation 3^ tif CrII are 
given. In the calculated values, the term is reduced to zero and
correspondingly. all the other terms shifted to that scale. The percentage 
of discrepancy, between observed and calculated values is given in column 4. 
There is in general good agreement. Considerable disagreement is found 
between the values for a *P .  O f  all the quartet terms, this should be the 
highest according to Hund’s rule (lowest % ’ value). However, the b D  and 
b*F terms are larger than a*P. This involves a ceitain amount of 
perturbation in the term scheme which may possibly be due to slight demtion 
from rigorous R -S coupling assumed in theoretical considerations. Terms 
a * D \  and a * P *  are not identified in experimental work as these are 
considerably high. The lines arising out of these levels and an excited state 
generally lie in the far infrared and so was not obtained. These values could,
* Communicated by Prof K. R. Rao.
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in general, be only predicted from theory and fitted into the term scheme. 
Their values are given in column <^ 3). Table II gives the results of 
calculation for the configuration 3d'*.45 of CrII which is the next higher 
configuration to the above one namely 3d". In this, calculations are made 
in two ways. The values obtained by straight calculations with formulae 
(column il are given in column 5. In column 4 the data are obtained from 
calculations through ion data. The configuration 3d* of C rIII is the
ionic configuration of 3d*.4^ of CrII. Van Vleck (1934) gave the 
necessary theory for such a calculation and the working details may be 
found in Rao’s paper (1948) This calculation helps us to verify CrII 
spectra as against Cr i l l  spectrum. A  good agreement between the 
two data indicates the consistency of assignments of both the spectra of 
the configurations dealt with. However, t’le calculation is limited by the 
number of terms known in 3d* configuration in C rlJl. The first column 
gives the base terms of 3d* of C r lll  on which those of CrII are 
built up by the addition of a 4s electron. Columns 6 and 7 give the 
percentage of discrepancy between the observed values on one hand and the 
calculated values from ion data (column 6) and from formulae (column 7) 
given in the last column. It is seen that where calculation could be made 
for ion data, the discrepancy is very small, confirming the assignments of 
terms in the configurations of both CrII and C rIII. In the calculated 
data from the formulae, it would be found that the percentage of discrepancy 
is more than in case of the 3d® configuration, though in itself it is not much. 
However, this may be attributed to the fourth parameter G , entering the 
formulae. The deviaHon from R -S coupling may be considerable in the case 
of 3d*. 4s electrons.
Table III gives term values for the 3d”.4A* configuration of C rII. 
In this configuration the unit 3d® is shielded by the complete subshell 45®
and so the deviation from the R -S coupling may be considered to be much 
less than in the earlier configurations. The configuration gives rise to the same 
terms as 3d* and values are given in column (3). The percentage of 
discrepancy is small. The terms, ®H, and are predicted in the 
spectrum. In view of the general good agreement it may be reasonably 
expected that these predicted values can lie within 4 percent of the values 
given. The formulae given in the last column of this table are obtained by 
neglecting the G 's  in the formulae for the d*s configuration by Bowman
(1 9 4 1 )-
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T able I
Term values of chromium II 
Coiifij>uration 3d’
Terra
sy m b o l
O bserveO
v a lu e
C alcu la te d
va lu e
(author)
a«S*
a i G *
b^F
b*D*
a*P*
a"*!*
b ^ H
a ^ G
d ^ G
a ^ F
d ' m
a W .
0.0
20516.0
32848.2
25039-9
21823.7
30147.2
35664.0 
36197.9 
523»I-2
32459-2
39821.1
47361.4
31420.1
0.0
20498.5
31666.7 
25721.2 
23475-2 
29067.1
35774-3
37274-2
34426.8 
33536.0
40255.6
4 9 2 0 . 3 . 5
33018.5
72096.9
Percentage I'ornmla
(’ f (L a p o ite  otto 1942
discrepancy
0.0 ioF „-35F 2-3 isFj
-o.T i< Fn-25F.^-igoF|
- 0 . 7  toF o - I 3 F j - i 8()F<
-(-2.7 I.Fo-lSF!i-225F4
1
-t-7,6 i n l \ ~  Jo^Fi
- 3-5 ioF„-24F2- 9oF<
+ 0 . 3  10FQ-22F2- 30F4
4-3.1 j JoFo- i3F;,-i i5F4
4-4-0 10F0+ 3Fs- 155F'4
-3 .3  10F0-25F2- isFi
4-1.1 loFu- i)F ^ -j6sFi
4 3 . 9  i o F ( — i F ^ — 120F4
4-5.1 ioF(|- 3F^- goFt
+ (.SI3F./ ■ 4S00F./F44-2700F4*) 1 /2
a^P 67110 5 ioF„4 2>d'\~>]oFi
a S^ 44307.0 44735-2 -i-1.4 1 n.'Fo~ 3/'2- I 9SF4
i o F o= »6 2378.o e m 'h Fi=  1118 6 cur', F < =  7 4 .5  c m '* .
Note:—In th is  a n d  the following tab les the su ffixes 4 - a n d  -  in d icate h igh er a n d  low er
of two similar term s a n d  th e coi re sp o n d in g  fo rm u lae m u st be tak en  w ith  the
re s p e c tiv e  s ig n .
T h e  te r m s  M a r k e d  w ith  a ste risk s  are th ose tak en  fo r the calcu la tio n  o f the  
c o n sta u ts.
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Tabi,e III
Term values in chromium II. 
Configuration 3d’ .4.9’
Term
O bserved
value
C alculated
value
Percentage
of
discrepancy
Form ula
<P 5 S0 4 S -7 55658-9 +  M F o - W F t59112 8 57292 7 - 3-2 F o ~  6F j - j 2F4
F^ 53574  4 52970.9 - l . I F t -  iS^^a-7 2F 4
*F 5998c.7 F o +  9 F 2 -8 7 F 4
54576 2 56396-7 + 3-3 ; F q-  i i F i - f i a F i
1
57292.7 1 F o -  6 F 2 - 12 F 4
62709.6 /  Ffi-t s F t +  3 Ft
*d : 2 j  ± J ( i 9 3 F 2 * - i 65oF ,F 4
P (i= S 9 4 5 i 'S
308.2 cm "'
F t - 2 J.8  cm '*
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